Requirements
• Topic Header (Centered)

Sample “Middle Ages” Encyclopedia Wiki Page

Simony

• Audio and/or Visual
Requirement

• A/V URL(s)

Class
• Headers & Wiki page
creation (Science
&Technology)
• Audio Visual Requirement
(Mathematics & Library)

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/0/02/PopeleoIX.jpg
Possible second URL if not found in a subscription database, Creative Commons website or self produced.

• Entry: At least one well
written, understandable,
grammatically correct,
comprehensive, and
accurate paragraph with no
spelling errors, and no
evidence of plagiarism
paragraph

In the early Middle Ages, “simony” was the act of giving of money or valuable objects to the
Catholic Church in return for church jobs and positions. In later years, when such gifts were
given (including simply a complimentary statement or a rendered service of some kind),
rewards were expected. This created problems for the church and Saint Leo IX (Pope from
1049 to 1054) worked hard to stop this practice. He created several regulations against
simony. His picture is shown above. A related problem during this time was the “Investiture
Conflict” between nobles and the church over the appointment of bishops in this manner.
Unfortunately, despite church reform efforts many people received favors based on their gifts
to the church during the time of and for many years after the Middle Ages.
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• Properly formatted MLA
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and to reference source of
the graphic (3 citation
minimum)
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• Research Process (Library)
• Resource Location (Social
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• Works Cited Component
(English and Library)

